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The University of North Carolina Wilmington, the state’s coastal university, 
is internationally recognized for excellence in coastal and marine sciences.  
Its location, with convenient access to the Atlantic Ocean, Intracoastal Waterway 
and coastal habitats, is ideally suited to experiential learning and field  
research and attracts students from around the globe.

UNCW’s Strategic Plan emphasizes integrating academics, research and  
engagement with the greater community to help students reach their potential. 
The university’s nationally recognized coastal and marine sciences programs 
embrace that objective with many opportunities for student-led research, 
engagement and community service that also prepare them for meaningful 
careers after graduation.

Areas of study in coastal and marine sciences span a wide range of academic 
disciplines, 11 departments and all colleges of the university, encouraging 
interdisciplinary studies by marine science majors and non-majors alike. 
Coursework includes traditional physical, life and environmental sciences  
as well as specialized topics in coastal policy, geography, economics and 
health and human services. 

Widely recognized for contributions in their respective fields, coastal  
and marine sciences faculty members are teachers and mentors as well  
as scholars whose grant-funded research is relevant to today’s coastal  
and ocean concerns. 

Leading Coastal Education and Research

COASTAL AND MARINE SCIENCES
Leading Coastal Education and Research

Consistently recognized as a 
higher education “best value,” 
UNCW is committed to quality 
and affordability. 



UNCW’s coastal and marine sciences offer a multitude of opportunities for 
experiential learning through research, internships and service projects that 
reach far beyond the classroom. As undergraduates, students are challenged 
to understand the dynamic ocean environment and to take on contemporary 
problems and policy questions affecting coastal communities and the oceans.
 
Students may choose among undergraduate options in the sciences, business, 
education and public and international affairs, as well as interdisciplinary tracks. 
UNCW offers a Ph.D. in marine biology and Master of Science degrees in  
marine biology, marine science and coastal and ocean policy, in addition  
to options in traditional disciplines.
 

 

Faculty scholars and student researchers in UNCW’s coastal and marine sciences 
programs conduct research of regional and global significance, including the 
effects of rising ocean waters and the continuous movement of shorelines, water 
quality, natural resource management, marine mammal strandings, sustainable 
fisheries, biotechnology, aquaculture and basic science understanding of oceans.

They contribute their knowledge to coastal management agencies and regional 
partnerships, and share expertise with colleagues around the world through 
their participation in national and international professional organizations  
and research partnerships.

Specialized facilities and labs on the main UNCW campus and at CREST  
Research Park are tailored to support research in the basic understanding  
of oceans, fisheries, aquaculture, marine life studies, water quality, coastal 
habitats, oceanography, geology and biotechnology. 

Community engagement and service are integral components of UNCW’s  
commitment to applied learning, scholarship and high-impact student 
experiences. Coastal and marine sciences faculty, staff and students welcome 
opportunities to share their expertise outside of the classroom to address  
community needs, solve problems and study complex policy issues.

EDUCATION AND  
INQUIRY

DISCOVERY AND 
RESEARCH

ENGAGEMENT AND  
SERVICE

� Biology and marine biology

� Chemistry and biochemistry

� Earth and ocean sciences

� Economics and finance

� Education

� Entrepreneurship and  
 business development

� Environmental sciences

� Health and applied human sciences

� Mathematics and statistics

� Marine science

� Physics and physical oceanography

� Public and international affairs

� Center for Marine Science 

� Specialized analytical labs

� MARBIONC marine biotechnology facility

� Shellfish Research Hatchery

� Aquaculture facility at Wrightsville Beach

� Convenient access to marine  
 and coastal habitats

� Oriole Burevitch Laboratory for the   
 study of marine mammals

� A fleet of research vessels ranging from  
 small boats to the 65-foot Cape Fear

� Remotely operated undersea instruments  
 with research and monitoring capabilities 

� Oyster reef and marsh restoration

� Marine Mammal Stranding Program

� Coastal Ocean Research and  
 Monitoring Program (CORMP)

� Monitoring of coastal waters

� Lower Cape Fear River Program

� Research and technical assistance   
 to government agencies and nonprofits

� Services to fish and shellfish growers

� Public service projects for communities  
 in southeastern North Carolina

� Programs targeted to enhancing 
 coastal economic impact

Educational programs like the popular 
MarineQuest teach K-12 students about  
the coastal environment they inhabit 
and the wonders of the waters offshore. 
Faculty and students also provide learning 
 activities for schools throughout the  
Cape Fear region.
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Coastal and Marine Sciences at UNCW include: UNCW Coastal and Marine research facilities include: UNCW supports the community through:


